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Environmental Factors:

1. Many students “just apply”
2. Little opportunity to explore college info, programs, services, etc.
3. Many students do not select a major
4. Data mapping is not comprehensive
5. Desire to ensure students have a better and more informed onboarding processes
6. Take advantage of technology and data
Why MyPath?

1. Supports the Guided Pathways Philosophy on informed onboarding experience.
2. Supports AB 705 in providing guided self-placement.
3. Provides students with the opportunity to learn more about BCC and its programs.
4. Provides students with a variety of tools to explore careers.
5. Provides students with information to pay for college.
6. Gives students a comprehensive list of services available while also customizing their experiences based on information they provide in the application.
7. Gives campuses access to checklists functionalities and data.
8. Guides students to the enrollment processes.
9. Provides campuses opportunity to provide information on key programs and activities.
Timeline

- Peralta has gone live! March 11, 2019
  - Phase 1 Peralta District and CCCTech initial development
    - Berkeley City College portal “completion” and team/student training
    - Team trainer
  - Phase 2 Training and further enhancements
    - Campus lead teams
    - Additional tiles and functionality
    - Guided Placement and Online Promise/BOG Waiver
    - Data usage and communication
    - Roll out campaign on campus
  - Phase 3 Further Customization
    - Work with CCCTech to inform further developments on design and functionality of MyPath
    - Continue to be part of user group.
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